
FRESH. 
CLEAN.  
BEAUTIFUL.

Featuring scientifically advanced KERASCALP™, 

mineral-rich red clay and pracaxi seed oil 

from the Amazon, this eco-friendly product 

line rejuvenates the hair and scalp to cultivate 

natural beauty, every day.



PURIFYING SHAMPOO 

Gently cleanse away impurities while enhancing 

the strength and brightness of hair from root to tip. 

MOISTURIZING CONDITIONER 

Deeply moisturize and detangle hair for brighter 

and softer strands. 

DEEP REPAIR MASK 

Restore hair’s youthful beauty with an intensive 

dose of nutritive antioxidants. 

NUTRI PROTECT LEAVE-IN  

Detangle, nourish and protect hair from heat, frizz 

and split ends with a light and silky treatment.

1. Massage Purifying Shampoo onto wet hair. Rinse well. 

2. Apply Moisturizing Conditioner onto wet hair, spreading over the entire 

length of the strands except the root. Leave on for 1 minute. Rinse well. 

3. Remove excess water and apply Deep Repair Mask onto damp hair, 

spreading evenly from mid-length to tips. Rinse well. Use one to two 

times a week. 

4. On damp or dry hair, apply a small amount of Nutri Protect Leave-in 

from mid-length to tips. Style hair as desired. Use daily. 
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♥  Crafted for all hair types

♥  Free from salt, parabens,  

     sulfates, dyes & silicones 

♥  Cruelty-free 

♥  Eco-friendly

♥  Vegan

LOVE RITUAL

INGREDIENTS BORN IN NATURE

FEATURES YOU’LL BEST HAIR

KERASCALP™  

Derived from amla fruit and enhanced by science, 
KERASCALP™ helps keep hair looking beautiful, 
healthy and full. This advanced ingredient helps 
counter aging hair follicles’ visible effects — such as 
decreased volume, thinning strands, easy breakage 
and slow growth — by helping avoid breakdown and 
increase in the expression of collagen XVII (COL17A1).

RED CLAY 

A mineral-rich clay loved for its rejuvenating properties. 

PRACAXI SEED OIL 

Ethically sourced from the Amazon and renowned for 

promoting hydration and hair brightness. 

BOTANICAL OIL BLEND 

A blend of seven skin-quenching oils to deeply hydrate and 

strengthen hair. 
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